
 
 

 

  
Abstract—The motivation of the proposed method is to resolve 
typical tracking’s challenge which is object’s occlusion in the 
scene. In this paper, we proposed a method to track the objects 
consistently in real-time unconstraint surveillance application. 
The proposed method capable to detect moving objects, track 
the objects appear in the scene and provide consistent identifier 
for tracked objects. We describe the characteristic of the 
motion tracker which based on colour as the key feature to 
compare the object’s similarity. Initially, we produce a motion 
map which delineates the foreground and background. Then, 
the motion map is segmented and analyzed in order to remove 
noise and connect into motion regions. Subsequently, motion 
tracking is performed based on colour-based feature matching.  
The colour information is extracted cluster-by-cluster to 
compare the object’s similarity across the image sequences. We 
ensure the efficiency of the method with assembly an 
assumption that only entire objects are allowed to be track. In 
order to support the assumption, we utilized wide-view camera 
to avoid capturing partial objects.  
 

Index Terms—Colour-based tracking, Occlusion, Group 
merging and splitting.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 Typical surveillance system requires human concentration 
to monitor behaviors over complex scenes. This type of 
observation task is not appropriate for human performance, 
as it requires an over long period and careful concentration. 
As a result, the motivation to develop automated 
vision-based monitoring system is clear which relieve human 
to process risk detection and analysis.  Object tracking plays 
important roles in surveillance system. In order to achieve the 
surveillance application efficiently, the object must be 
tracked before recognition.  
 The major contribution of object tracking is in determining 
the position of an object of interest moving in the scene at 
each moment in time. In other words, object tracking 
described as tracking the motion of an object of interest by 
consistently assigning tags to the object throughout 
consecutive video frames of a scene. Highlight here, the 
challenges will not be occur if the objects appeared in the 
scene is continuously noticeable without occluded with 
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others objects in scene (i.e. the shape, size and motion not 
diverge over time). Yet, in real-time unconstraint 
environment, the statement aforementioned will not occur 
especially human as the object of interest. For instance, the 
human profile varies while moving with inconsistent 
motions. Besides, occlusion with objects or structures in the 
scene directs to discontinuity in the observation of objects 
induced the complexity of object tracking.   
 Object occlusion can be categorized into two major 
categories: 1) inter-object occlusion and 2) occlusion of 
objects [1]. Inter-object occlusion happens when group of 
objects appeared in the scene where objects are blocked by 
other objects in the group. The difficulty is to identify the 
objects in the group and determine the position in the region. 
Occlusion of objects occurs when the object is not observable 
or disappeared for an amount of time blocked by structures or 
objects (stationary or dynamic) in the scene. For instance, a 
person walks behind a pillar. Hence, a decision required 
concludes either wait for the object’s reappearance or the 
object has leaved the scene.  
 Due to the issues aforementioned, we proposed a method 
aim to resolve problems with: 1) identify the objects when 
individual merge into or split from the group and 2) identify 
the objects after disappeared for an amount of time. Object 
tracking essentially to be complex yet attempt to reduce cost 
of computation. To tradeoff these inverse proportionate 
conditions, we propose a colour-based object tracking which 
require low computation cost and capable to track and tag 
objects with acceptable complexity. In the paper presented by 
L. S. Boon [2] has claims the advantages of colour in tracking 
applications. From the experimental results, colour has the 
ability of discriminate various objects; therefore it provides 
very useful information especially during occlusion. Yet, 
further analysis required in order to accurately identifying 
objects in the scene. 
 This paper is organized as follow: Section 2 briefly review 
the conventional object tracking methods. In section 3, we 
describe the proposed method in detailed which consist of the 
techniques and the chronological processes of object 
tracking. Then, we demonstrate the experimental results and 
followed by the discussion in section 4. Finally, we conclude 
this investigation in section 5.  

 

II. OVERVIEW 
 We survey the techniques for tracking objects from object 
detection and method related to object tracking, specifically 
approaches that perform colour-based tracking and handle 
occlusions.  
 As mentioned in the previous section, an object required to 
be tracked before recognition, yet objects also compulsory to 
be detected before tracked. Tracking objects can be complex 
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due to numerous issues. In fact, some of the issues are 
propagated from object detection. For example, the scene 
illumination changes, undesired moving objects, and 
shadows. R. Cucchiara et al. [3] proposed Sakbot system 
which is a robust and efficient detection techniques based on 
statistical and knowledge-based background up and use HSV 
colour information for shadow suppression. The method 
capable to deal with luminance condition changes (e.g. lights, 
day hours and shadows), limited and high frequency camera 
motions (e.g. vibrations and wind), background changes (e.g. 
still objects) and various moving object’s speed.      
 Object tracking defined as the problem to estimate the 
trajectory of the object of interest moving in the scene. 
Conventional tracking process consists of establishment of 
correspondences of the image formation between 
consecutive frames based on features (e.g. colour, position, 
shape, velocity) and involves matching between frame using 
pixels, points, lines or blobs based on their motion. The 
assortment of blobs composed a representation of the human. 
In the early generation, Pfinder [4] is a well-known method 
which tracks the single entire human body in the scene 
without occlusion. This method modeled pixel colour 
disparity using multivariate Gaussian. S. J. McKenna et al. [5 
and 6] then performed a tracking at three levels of abstraction 
(i.e. regions, people and groups) to tracked people through 
mutual occlusions as they form groups and separate from one 
another. Colour information (i.e. colour histogram and 
Gaussian mixture model) is used to disambiguate occlusions 
and to provide estimation of depth ordering and position 
during occlusion.  T. Boult et al. [7] presented a system 
which monitoring non-cooperative and camouflaged targets, 
is suggested for visual surveillance domain especially 
controlled outdoor environment (e.g. parking lots and 
university campuses) with low contrasts targets moving in 
changing environments with high occlusion. W4 [8] employ 
projection histogram to locate human body part (i.e. head, 
hands, feet and torso) and distinguished single person and 
group. In addition, each person in a group is tracked by 
tracking the head of that person. Hydra [9] essentially is an 
extension of W4 which developed by University of 
Maryland. Yet, both approaches not using colour cues for 
tracking. A. J. Lipton et al. [10], using shape and colour 
information to detect and track multiple people and vehicles 
in a cluttered scene and monitor activities over a large area 
and extended periods of time. However, these methods 
required complicated calculation or expensive computational 
power, thus we proposed a rule-based object tracking to 
identify persons appear in the scene based on colour 
information of the moving objects. 
 

III. METHOD 
 Our proposed algorithm aims to assign consistent 
identifier to each object appears in the scene when 1) 
individual merge into or split from the group and 2) after 
disappeared for an amount of time. It involves several 
essential practices in order to encounter the lowest possibility 
of false tracking and tagging [12]. Generally, the structural 
design of our proposed method shown in Fig. 1: 
 

 

Fig. 1: Overview architecture of proposed method. 
 

A. Background Estimation 
  Background subtraction delineates the foreground from 
background in the images. Initially, this method estimates the 
background from a certain number of early frames without 
any object inside (refer to Fig. 2). Subsequently, the 
following image frames are compared to the estimated 
background and calculates the difference in pixel’s intensity.  
The drastic changes in pixel’s intensity indicate that the pixel 
is a motion pixel. The background subtraction step generates 
a binary map where the non-zero pixels are corresponding to 
motion pixels. We employed Sakbot [3] algorithm in order to 
solve the problems which mentioned in section 2 (i.e. the 
scene illumination changes, undesired moving objects, and 
shadows) specifically to detect shadow whereby the shadows 
can affected the tracking process. 

             

 

Fig. 2: (a) Current frame with Moving objects.  
(b) Background image of the scene. 

 (c) Binary image from Background Estimation  
 

B. Connected Component Analysis 
Then a post processing step is applied on the binary image to 
remove noises (present as small group of motion pixels) and 
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label groups of connected motion pixels as motion blobs 
using connected component analysis. Connected component 
analysis used to connect homogenous regions in an image, in 
our context a binary image [10]. The key idea of connected 
component analysis is to attach the adjacent foreground’s 
pixel (i.e. white pixels) in order to construct a region. Thus, 
the final map from this section called motion map with 
connected motion region is called as motion blob.  

C. Motion Tracking 
  The key feature of proposed method is the colour 
information of each object is extracted cluster-by-cluster. 
Each cluster has its own weightage for comparison. Contrast 
to some conventional methods which computed only an 
enclosed region of objects without part-based analysis, our 
proposed method directly improved the accuracy of tracking 
object with discontinuity observation (i.e. reappearance after 
occlusion) in the scene.  
 The proposed method tracked the object and tagged as a 
motion block which includes detecting a lateral view of 
motion blocks in a current frame to identify the occlusion of 
the motion blocks happened in the current frame. The colour 
information is extracted from the motion blocks in the current 
frame to categorize matching colour information between 
motion blocks in the current frame and previous frames. 
Subsequently, a tag is assigned to the motion blocks in the 
current frame. In our context, feature-based motion tracking 
is investigated which encountered colour as the main feature 
in the tracking process. Basically, the properties of the 
motion blocks include colour, distance, area, velocity, speed, 
etc. of the objects. Yet, the main feature extracted for 
similarity comparison is colour information. The colour 
information is extracted based on luminance and 
chrominance measures. This enables extraction of colour 
information from monochromatic and coloured objects 
during the day as well as at night. The following sub-sections 
explained the work flow of colour-based object tracking in 
details and illustrated in Figure 4.  

 
 
Fig. 4: The work flow of colour-based motion tracking 

component. 
 

  1)  Colour Information Extraction – In this sub-task, each 
motion block in the current frame is segmented into areas of 

almost similar colour known as clusters (refer to Fig.5). For 
each cluster of the motion block, colour information is then 
derived. This colour information is known as cluster colour 
information which consists of 3 colour channel, i.e. Red, 
Green and Blue (RGB). The cluster colour information is 
computed using colour quantization and it consists of a fixed 
number of square bins in a 3D colour cube. The number of 
square bins is based on the requirement of the automated 
system in terms of the level of accuracy required to identify 
matching colour information between the motion blocks in 
the current frame and all motion blocks in the previous 
frames. In the following section, the term of motion blocks in 
the previous frames includes all motion blocks in the 
previous frame and any motion blocks that had left the scene. 
Figure 5 shows a flowchart that illustrates the steps of colour 
information extraction. 

 
 

Fig. 5: The flowchart of colour information extraction. 
 

  2) Colour Information Matching and Identification - The 
processor is programmed to identify matching colour 
information between motion blocks in the current frame and 
all motion blocks in the previous frames using weighted 
cluster-based matching. Weighted cluster-based matching 
begins with comparing the cluster colour information of a 
cluster of the motion block in the current frame with the 
cluster colour information of clusters in all motion blocks in 
the previous frames. This is repeated for every cluster of the 
motion block in the current frame. For each comparison 
made, the processor computes a respective comparison score. 
The comparison score for each of the clusters of the motion 
block in the current frame is stored in the data storage system. 
The processor then identifies the highest comparison score of 
each cluster in the current frame.  
  Prior to computing an average comparison score of the 
motion blocks in the current frame, the processor assigns a 
predetermined weight for each cluster of the motion block in 
the current frame. The predetermined weight is assigned 
based on the location of the cluster in the motion block. The 
predetermined weight assigned for each cluster of the motion 
block in the current frame is stored in the data storage system. 
 Fig. 6 illustrates the steps of computing the average 
comparison score of the motion blocks in the current frame 
by comparing the cluster colour information of all clusters of 
the motion blocks in the current frame with the cluster colour 
information of all clusters of the motion blocks in the 
previous frames. The motion block in the current frame is 
segmented into three clusters. The corresponding motion 
block in the previous frame is also segmented into three 
clusters. 
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Fig. 6: The steps to identify matched colour information. 

 
    The cluster colour information of the first cluster of the 
motion block in the current frame is compared with the 
cluster colour information of all three clusters of the motion 
block in the previous frame. The processor computes a 
comparison score for each of the three comparisons made. 
This is repeated for second cluster and the third cluster of the 
motion block in the current frame, wherein the cluster colour 
information of the second cluster and the third cluster of the 
motion block in the current frame are respectively compared 
with the cluster colour information of all three clusters of the 
motion block in the previous frame. The comparison scores 
for each of the three clusters of the motion block in the 
current frame are stored in the data storage system.  
  Based on the computed comparison scores, the processor 
then identifies the highest comparison score for the first 
cluster of the motion block in the current frame and repeated 
for the second cluster and the third cluster of the motion 
block in the current frame, respectively. Next, the average of 
comparison score of the motion block in the current frame 
using the highest comparison scores of the clusters of the 
motion block in the current frame and the predetermine 
weight assigned for the clusters of the motion block in the 
current frame.                                   
  3) Tag Assignation - Once the average comparison score of 
the motion block in the current frame is computed, the 
processor then assigns a tag to the motion blocks in the 
current frame. Figure 7 presents a flowchart that illustrates 
the steps of tagging the motion blocks in the current frame. 
 The processor tags the motion blocks in the current frame 
with either a tag similar to that of the previous frames, 
including tags of motion blocks that had left the scene or a 
new tag. The decision to retain a tag or assign a new tag is 
dependent on the average comparison score computed for the 
motion block in the current frame and all motion blocks in the 
previous frame.  
 If a motion block in the previous frames is tagged as N, and 
the motion block in the current frame has an average 
comparison score that is higher than a predetermined 
threshold of the motion block in the previous frames, then the 

motion block in the current frame will be assigned with the 
same tag, N. On the other hand, if a motion block in the 
previous frames is tagged as N, and the motion block in the 
current frame has an average comparison score that is lower 
than the predetermined threshold of the motion block in the 
previous frames, then the motion block in the current frame 
will be assigned with a new tag, as depicted in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7: The flowchart of tag assignation in the current frame. 

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
We show the experimental results with 3 image sequences 
consists of 4 persons, 3 persons and 2 persons to illustrate 
different conditions which is 1) identify objects when merge 
into or split from group and 2) identify reappear objects after 
an amount of time. We ensure the efficiency of the method 
with assembly an assumption that only entire objects are 
allowed to be track. In order to support the assumption, we 
utilized wide-view camera to avoid capturing partial objects. 
To verify the ability of proposed method, the implemented 
algorithm must fulfill following requirement: 
 
1.   Assign the consistent identifier to similar objects that are 

wandering in the scene. 

2.  Able to dispense same identifier to the similar object 
which had left the scene less than a certain preset number 
of frames. 

3. Identify the occluded objects which merge into group.  

4. Identify the individual which split from the group.  

 Objects reappearance - Fig. 8 shows a number of frame 
extracted from image sequence captured at outdoor with 
shelter where natural light source is provided, 4 persons are 
appearing with lateral view in the scene consequently. Frame 
320 to frame 420 demonstrates the new objects appear in 
scene with new identifier provided. Frame 320 shows the 
first object appears in the scene and given identifier 1. In 
frame 350, second object appears with identifier 2. Then the 
first object disappears in frame 390, but third object appears 
with second object with identifier 3. In frame 420, a new 
object appears with identifier 4 in the scene.  In the second 
row of the frames (i.e. frame 600 to frame 715), the objects 
reappear in the scene after few frames (average 250 frames) 
enter from the similar position. The objects are identified and 
labeled with the old identifier. The results from Fig. 8 had 
evidenced the ability of the proposed method in requirement 
1 and 2 abovementioned. 
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 Objects merging and splitting – Fig. 9 shows 2 persons 
acting in the scene similar to Fig. 8 where natural light source 
is provided but different views are captured (i.e. back view or 
front view). In frame 390, both objects are observable with 
provided different identifiers. Then two objects are occluded 
or merging into 1 group, yet the occluded object is identified 
and same identifier is provided in frame 400. While frame 
410 and frame 420 demonstrate identification when the 
object splitting from group. To evaluate the proposed method 
with different complexity dataset, image sequence shows in 
Fig. 10 are captured where 3 persons are acting in the scene. 
Similar results are verified indicates the ability of proposed 
method with various complexities and established the rest of 
the requirements, requirement 3 and requirement 4 in 
aforementioned.      

V. CONCLUSION 
 The advantages of using colour as feature to achieve 
object’s similarity are robust against the complex, deformed 
and changeable shape (i.e. different human profiles). In 
addition, it is also scale and rotation invariant, as well as 
faster in terms of processing time. From the experimental 
results, it shows the ability to discriminate various occluded 
colour objects.    
 This proposed method provides a potential to the 
surveillance system which required wide area observation 
and tracking objects over multiple cameras, for example 
airport, train station or shopping malls. It is not possible for a 
single camera to observe the complete area of interest as the 
structures in the scene constraint the visible areas and the 
devices resolution is restricted. Therefore, surveillance 
system of wide areas required multiple cameras for objects 
tracking. Our future work is to implement our proposed 
method in multiple camera system in order to measure the 
robustness of the method in assigning a similar identifier for 
the similar object moving from one camera to another 
camera. 
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Fig. 8: The experimental results. Frame 320 to frame 420 demonstrates the new identifier assigned for new object appeared in 
the scene and the consistency of the identifier. Frame 600 to frame 715 illustrates the capability of dispense same identifier to 

similar objects which had left scene (discontinuity observation) less than a certain preset number of frames. 

 

 

Fig. 9: Occlusion of objects 2 and 3. Each of the object in the group (2 persons) is identified which can be observe in frame 390 
to frame 420. Frame 390 to frame 400 performed individual merge into group while frame 410 to frame 420 showed the 

individual split from the group. 

 

 

Fig. 10: Occlusion of 3 objects. Each of the object in the group is identified which can be observe in frame 685 to frame 720. 
Frame 685 to frame 700 performed individual merge into group while frame 710 to frame 720 showed the individual split from 

the group. 
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